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InTRO

Speech karaoke invites the audience to participate in a 
real-time collage of film speeches. The participants are 
able to choose their favourite “film speech” from a vast 
pool – just like a favourite song in traditional karaoke events 
– and perform it in front of the audience. Each speech is 
accompanied by a unique karaoke-style silent background 
video clip and an animated rhythmic text to read from.

For kurzfilmtage Oberhausen a set list of 51 film-related 
speeches were selected from a catalogue of ca. 700 
speeches currently in the system. about 30 new film 
speeches were added especially for the Oberhausen event. 
The selection ranges from well known speeches given in 
movies to obscure manifestos about films and filmmaking. 

Welcome to Speech karaoke!

Mika Taanila
programmer of Conditional Cinema  
at kurzfilmtage 2018-2020
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605 – HaRvEy WEInSTEIn WILL nEvER bE 
 WELCOME HERE aGaIn (2018)

by asia argento

asia argento gave an impassioned speech at the Cannes Closing Ceremony that 
called out now-disgraced Hollywood mogul Harvey Weinstein as well as those in 
the industry who have yet to face justice for their alleged actions. argento, who 
was one of the first people to publicly accuse Weinstein of rape in an October 
2017 expose in the new yorker, took the stage alongside filmmaker ava duvernay 
to recount being raped by Weinstein at Cannes.
 

399 –  baLE OUT - RanT On THE SET OF  
 TERMInaTOR SaLvaTIOn (2012) 

by Christian bale

Christian bale went ballistic on the set of ‘Terminator Salvation’ threatening 
to stop production and beat some serious ass. The foul-mouthed tirade was 
directed at director of photography Shane Hurlbut who had made the mistake of 
walking into bale’s eyeline during a take. bale later apologized and said he had 
been ‘acting like a punk’. He said he was trying to express the ‘craziness’ of his 
character John Connor, leader of the human resistance against their machine 
overlords, but mixed up fact and fiction when he launched his attack on Hurlbut. 
 

you can select any of the speeches listed below. The duration 
ranges from 30 sec to 5 min. Speeches are in English if not 
otherwise noted. Write down your name and the number of 
the speech you would like to perform on a karaoke card and 
hand it to the host. you will then be called during the program.
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172 –  OSCaR aCCEPTanCE SPEECH (1998) 

by Roberto benigni 

benigni received the Oscar for “Life Is beautiful”. Sophia Loren was the presenter. 
benigni freaked out, climbed over chairs and people onto the stage and delivered 
an ecstatic thank you speech with thick Italian accent. 
 

648 – CInEMa ManIFESTO (1971)

by arthur and Corinne Cantrill

Published in the first issue of their long-running journal Cantrills Filmnotes, aus-
tralian filmmakers arthur and Corinne Cantrill’s manifesto argues for a formal 
cinema that eschews from political and cultural commentary, and indeed from 
narrative, concentrating on the materiality of film itself. The authors have much 
in common in this regard with the then-emergent structural filmmakers in the 
United States and the United kingdom. 
 

451 – STay TOGETHER! (2000)

by Russell Crowe (as Maximus decimus)

Short motivational speech by Maximus decimus Meridius to his fellow gladiators 
about the necessity of coming together, of the importance of unity. From the 2000 
movie “Gladiator”.
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649 –  PROLEGOMEna FOR aLL FUTURE  
 CInEMa (1952) 

by Guy debord

This manifesto is Guy debord’s first published work, from the one-shot journal 
lon, dedicated to Lettriste cinema. debord deploys the Lettriste concepts of the 
“chiseling and “amplic” phases of art in this manifesto, but one can see he is 
already moving away from Isidore Isou’s brand of Lettrism as he postulates his 
theory of “situations” in the concluding line of the manifesto. Published slightly 
before the release of his first film, Hurlements en faveur de Sade (France, 1952), 
this issue of lon also includes the preliminary script to the film, which is quite 
different from the final version. 
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302 –  WHy SHOULd I WORk FOR THE nSa?  
 (1997) 

by Matt damon (as Will Hunting) 

Will Hunting is a 20-year-old South boston laborer, an unrecognized genius 
that assaulted a police officer. as part of a deferred prosecution agreement 
he becomes a patient of a therapist and studies advanced mathematics with a 
renowned Harvard professor. In the process The nSa recognizes his talents and 
offers him a high paying job at the agency. In his reply, Will Hunting is smashing 
the last 25 years of US foreign policy in just 1 minute of this dense sermon - and 
declines the job offer. The speech was written by Matt damon himself (together 
with co-writer ben affleck). 
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452 –  FOUR QUESTIOnS (1995) 

by Johnny depp (as don Juan deMarco) 

In this short speech to his therapist don Juan deMarco provides the answer to 
the four most important questions in life. The speech is taken from the movie don 
Juan deMarco, a 1995 american romantic comedy-drama starring Johnny depp 
as John arnold deMarco, a man who believes himself to be don Juan, the great-
est lover in the world. deMarco undergoes psychiatric treatment with dr. Jack 
Mickler, to cure him of his apparent delusion. 
 

303 –  bUy OR FUCkInG dIE! (2013) 

by Leonardo diCaprio (as Wolf of Wall St.) 

a speech taken from “Wolf of Wall Street”. Jordan belfort (played byLeonardo 
dicaprio) tries to motivate his lame sales people to ramp up their efforts of selling 
worthless stocks via the phone and ultimately becoming super rich. He rants on 
how it is far more desirable to be a filthy rich asshole than a poor looser.  
 

145 –  GREEd IS GOOd  (1987)

by Michael douglas (as Gordon Gekko)  

From the movie “Wall Street: Money never Sleeps”. One of the most outspoken 
praises of greed: “The point is, ladies and gentleman, that greed -- for lack of a 
better word -- is good. Greed is right. Greed works.”
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651 –  FILMLIGa ManIFESTO (1927) 

by Filmliga

The “Filmliga Manifesto” demonstrates the rise in interest in a number of film 
societies in Europe that decried the state of commercial cinema and called for 
a return to the European avant-garde traditions of the cinema. This statement 
was first published in dutch in “Filmliga 1” (1927). Translated into English by 
Joris Ivens. Signed by Joris Ivens (Technical advisor), Henrik Scholte (Chairman), 
Men’no Ter bbaak (Secr. Treasurer), Hans Ivens (Secretary), Charlie Toorop, L. 
Jordan, Cees Laseur, Hans van Meerten, Ed Pelster (Technical advisor). 
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650 –  On RObERT bRESSOn (1988) 

by Marguerite duras

a condensed fragment from au-delà des pages (1988, directed by Guy Lopez) 
where Marguerite duras is pondering about the cinema of Robert bresson. 
 

139 –  Mad aS HELL  (1976)

by Peter Finch (as Howard beale) 

The speech is the culmination point of the movie “network” when the famous 
news anchor Howard beale goes rogue on live Tv urging his fellow citizen “... 
to not take it anymore!” network is a 1976 american satirical film released by 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer about a fictional television network, Union broadcasting 
System (UbS), and its struggle with poor ratings. 
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652 –  On JEan-LUC GOdaRd (2010)

by Haskell Wexler

Two time Oscar-winning cinematographer Haskell Wexler’s comment on Jean-
Luc Godard. The Governors awards ceremony was held at the Grand ballroom at 
Hollywood & Highland Center on november 13, 2010. 
 

653 – LESSOnS OF daRknESS (1999)

by Werner Herzog

In the so called Minnesota declaration film director Werner Herzog rants against 
the precepts of cinéma vérité. He argues for a transcendent form of documentary 
that abandons the drive for objectivity and distance. First distributed at the Walker 
art Center, Minneapolis, Minnesota, on 30 april 1999. 
 

654 –  THE ObSCEnITy OF THE JUnGLE (1981)

by Werner Herzog

Werner Herzog gives his view on the jungle of South america during the making 
of his feature film Fitzcarraldo. It is safe to say the Herzog was not particularly 
fond of the jungle: “The birds are in misery. I don’t think they sing – they just 
screach in pain.” 
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656 –  COnFESSIOn TO OzU (1989) - FI
657 –  COnFESSIOn TO OzU (1989) - En

by aki kaurismäki

Finnish film director aki kaurismäki speaks to Ozu’s portrait photograph in an 
empty industrial hall confessing that he had made “11 lousy movies.” 
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383 –  I WILL nEvER SPREad My LEGS In 
 THIS IndUSTRy aGaIn! (2008) 

by Jenna Jameson

Jenna Jameson, one of the biggest pornstars of all times, gave a speech at the 
avn awards 2008 (porns’ equal for Oscars) about retiring from the industry. “I 
will never ever ever spread my legs for this industry again!”. after the speech she 
returned to do a campaign for “Fleshlight” in 2013, but has still kept her promise. 
 

655 –  CLInT EaSTWOOd IS an ExTREMELy 
 MEdIOCRE dIRECTOR (1977) 

by Pauline kael

Pauline kael was a film critic for The new yorker from 1968 to 1991. She was one 
of the most influential american film critics of her era. Here kael talks about Clint 
Eastwood in a television interview in 1977. 
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658 – bLaCk day FOR MankInd (1969)

by kenneth anger

The statement by US underground filmmaker kenneth anger is inspired by the 
writings of English occultist aleister Crowley (1875-1947). anger emphasizes  
the “magickal” and ecstatic aspects of cinema. Originally published in “Lucifer:  
a kenneth anger kompendium” by Tony Rayns. 

659 –  I dOn’T LIkE MySELF vERy MUCH 
 (ca. 1991)

by krzysztof kieslowski

The Polish director kieslowski revolves around his two main questions: who are 
you and what do you want? From Kieślowski’s Dialogue, an extra track on the dvd 
of “La double vie de veronique”.
 

660 –  On CEnSORSHIP (ca. 1991) 

by krzysztof kieslowski

kieslowski talks about state censorship during the time of communism in Poland 
when reminiscing on his first feature film The Scar (1976).  
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661 – 8 MM FILM ManIFESTO (1964)

by George kuchar

George kuchar presented this manifesto at a symposium entitled “8 mm: avant-
Garde of The Future!?” in new york City’s Eventorium, 11 december 1964. It is 
one of the first statements about the importance of small gauge film in the US 
underground film movement.
 

662 –  davId LynCH GETS anGRy On THE 
 SET OF TWIn PEakS 3  (2018)

by david Lynch

While smoking multiple packs of cigarettes Lynch argues with and subsequently 
curses at his producers over time constraints on the set of Twin Peaks: The 
Return. 
 

663 –  anTI 100 yEaRS OF CInEMa  
 ManIFESTO (1996)

by Jonas Mekas

Speech given by Jonas Mekas at the american Center in Paris on 11 February 
1996. Pioneering underground archivist/filmmaker/activist Mekas talks passion-
ately for the poetic beauty in intimate no-budget filmmaking. 
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194 – a dIRE WaRnInG FOR aMERICa  (2012)

by Chuck & Gena norris

Chuck norris and his wife Gena are very concerned about america. They try to 
convince people to stop Presidents Obamas straigthforward path towards Social-
ism and to cast their vote for a greater (and more conservative) america.  
a speech for two people.
 

305 – FUCk yOU MOnOLOGUE (2002)

by Edward norton (as Montgomery brogan)

new york drug dealer Montgomery brogan reevaluates his life in the 24 remain-
ing hours before facing a seven-year jail term. He expresses his love-hate rela-
tionship towards new york City in no-nonsense terms. Fuck me? Fuck you, fuck 
this whole city and everyone in it...
 

142 – WHEn THE SHIT HITS THE Fan (1992)

by al Pacino (as Lieutenant Slade)

One of the great movie speech performances by al Pacino from the movie “Scent 
of a woman”. “...When the shit hits the fans, some guys run and some guys stay...”
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664 –  dECLaRaTIOn OF THE GROUP OF 
 THIRTy (1953)

by Painlevé, Resnais, Cousteau & co

Manifesto by a group of over 40 French filmmakers in Paris on 20 december 
1953. The Group of Thirty – actually over 40 filmmakers – was worried about the 
status of the short film format in French cinema of the time, especially within 
documentary tradition. The manifest argues that short film is the research lab 
of the future cinema. Signed by Jean Painlevé, Georges Franju, alain Resnais, 
Jacques-yves Cousteau, alexandre astruc, Jean Mitry and 38 other filmmakers. 
 

665 – ManIFESTO (1973)

by Palestinian Cinema Group

after the Six day War in 1967, pro-Palestinian cinema aimed to increase as both 
an education and propaganda. The Palestinian Cinema Group was passionately 
looking for new ways for radical arab cinema, meaning films by the people, 
for the people. This statement was first published in French as “Manifeste des 
cinéastes palestiniens” in French film magazine Ecran. 
 

146 – naTHanS ROOFTOP SPEECH (2009)

by adrian Pasdar (as nathan Petrelli)

From the Tv-Series “Misfits”. The ultimate battle cry for a wasted youth. “...We‘re 
young. We’re supposed to drink too much. We‘re supposed to have bad attitudes 
and shag each other‘s brains out.”
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174 – OSCaR aCCEPTanCE SPEECH  (2009)

by Sean Penn

Penn’s memorable Oscar speech starts with the words: “you commie-homo-
loving sons of guns!” In his speech Penn demands equal rights for everybody 
including same gender relationships.
 

667 –  baREFOOT FILM MakInG ManIFESTO  
 (2009)

by Sally Potter

Celebrated film director Sally Potter wrote this manifesto on her own website 
during the making of her feature film Rage in 2009. It’s a practical checklist for 
any independent artist. This manifesto can also be delivered as a duetto of two 
speakers. 
 

544 – THE PUzzy POWER ManIFESTO (2009)

by Puzzy Power

The leader and producer of the danish film company Puzzy Power developed the 
“Statement on Women and Sensuality”, later called The Puzzy Power Manifesto 
together with sexologist Gerd Winther, editor Lili Henriksen, porn model and 
journalist Christina Lohse, line-producer vibeke Windeløv and production as-
sistant Mette nelund. The manifesto was shaped as a guide for the production of 
erotic films for women.
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666 – My COUnCIL IS OF GOd (1957)

by Jean Seberg (as Joan of arc)

actress Jean Seberg in Otto Preminger’s film Saint Joan (1957). This was the film 
debut of Seberg, who won a talent search conducted by Preminger that report-
edly tested more than 18,000 young women for the role. 

668 –  THE WET dREaM FILM FESTIvaL  
 ManIFESTO (1970)

by S.E.L.F.

a manifesto released at the first Wet dream Film Festival in amsterdam in no-
vember 1970. “S.E.L.F.” stood for Sexual Egalitarianism and Libertarian Fraternity 
and featured a group of writers and curators interested in sexual freedom. The 
group worked as judges at the festival, which screened porn films. Members 
included second-wave feminist movement theorist Germaine Greer and al Gold-
stein, the publisher of the weekly tabloid “Screw.”  

669 – ObERHaUSEn ManIFESTO (1962) - En
539 – ObERHaUSEn ManIFESTO (1962) - dE

by Haro Senft and others

The Oberhausen Manifesto was written by 26 young German filmmakers at the 
Film Festival Oberhausen 1962. It was a call to arms to establish a new German 
feature film. The manifesto was associated with the motto “Papas kino ist tot” 
(Papa’s cinema is dead), The signatories to the manifesto are seen as forerun-
ners of the new German Cinema that began later in the decade.  
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173 – MaRLOn bRandO OSCaR REJECTIOn 
 (1972)

by Sacheen Littlefeather

Marlon brando was absent when he was supposed to receive his first Oscar. He 
instead sent Sacheen Littlefeather (aka Marie Cruz) to give a speech on his be-
half. With this act he wanted to protest the treatment of native Indians in the film 
industry. When Ms. Littlefeather approached the podium, she refused to take the 
Oscar statuette being offered to her by presenter Roger Moore.
 

308 – OPEnInG addRESS TO THE TROOPS 
 (1970)

by George C. Scott (as Scott Patton)

a larger-than-life, egotistical, much-decorated Gen. George S. Patton, Jr. (played 
by George C. Scott) is featured in the opening scene before the backdrop of a 
huge american flag. The film begins with a classic, six-minute monologue to the 
troops of the US 3rd army about americans and their fighting spirit. The screen-
writers took excerpts from many of Patton’s actual speeches, edited them, and 
created this enduring scene. 
 

680 – FULL FROnTaL ManIFESTO (2001)

by Steven Soderbergh

Inspired by the dogme 95 Manifesto Soderbergh crafts a manifesto for actors. It 
is a list of points actors should consider before accepting a role in his films. 
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670 –  POOR CInEMa ManIFESTO (2004) 

by Humberto Solas

Founded by filmmaker Humberto Solás (1941-2008), the “Cine Pobre” Festival 
championed films made for less than $300,000. The manifesto provides a link 
back to the radical Latin american models of filmmaking that emerged in 
the 1960s. This manifesto also proclaims the intrinsic value of the changes in 
production and access brought on by the advent of digital technology.  
 

671 –  FOR THE SELF-ExPRESSIOn OF THE  
 aRab WOMan (1978)

by Heiny Srour, Salma baccar & Magda Wasset

This compact statement was published in Cinémarabe’s issue 10-11 in august 
1978. It  asked for support and funds for women filmmakers in the face of ram-
pant patriarchal systems of representation in arab cinema. Srour is a Lebanese 
film director – the first arab woman to have a film at Cannes’ Official Selection – 
baccard is a Tunisian filmmaker with a political career and Wassef is an Egyptian 
film historian, the current President of The Cairo International Film Festival. 
 

672 – MannHEIM dECLaRaTIOn (1965)

by Josef von Sternberg and others

The Mannheim declaration was a reaction against the new conservative 
Film Funding Law in West Germany. It was signed by von Sternberg, kluge, 
Heidbüchel, keller, vaillant, Pötgens, Götz, Talmon-Gros, Reitz, Strobel, 
kückelmann, Lentz, Tichawsky and Ladiges. 
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673 – UnTITLEd [ObERHaUSEn 1965]

by Jean-Marie Straub and others

The second – untitled – Oberhausen Manifesto was released three years after the 
first one as a pamphlet during the festival. It was motivated by the dominance of 
escapist fiction film over social realism. declaration signed by Jean-Marie Straub, 
Rodolf Thome, dirk alverman, klaus Lemke, Peter nestler, Reinald Schnell, 
dieter Süverkrüp, kurt Ulrich and Max zihlmann.
 

674 – a MESSaGE TO yOUnG PEOPLE (1979)

by andrei Tarkovsky

Russian film director andrei Tarkovsky is asked what advice he would give to 
young people. He then starts speaking about the need for solitude and quiteness 
when growing up. beautiful horses run by eventually. 
 

530 – dOGME 95 ManIFESTO - vOW OF 
 CHaSTITy (1995)

by Lars von Trier & Thomas vinterberg

The “vow of Chastity” declared a counter-movement to the ever increasing 
bombast of Hollywood productions. It gave strict guidelines on what is allowed 
and what is forbidden in film-making, best known dogme-films are for example 
Lars von Triers “Idiots”, Thomas vinterbergs “Festen” and “Julien donkey boy” by 
Harmony korine. von Trier broke his own vow of chastity later on. 
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675 –  Hand-MadE FILMS ManIFESTO (1982)

by UbU Films

Filmmaker and writer albie Thoms’s “Hand-Made Films Manifesto” is exemplary 
of the early dIy ethos, a forerunner of the artisanal films and process cinema 
movements. In this manifesto he outlines the centrality of the materiality of film 
to the experimental filmmaking process. Thoms (1941-2012) was the Founder of 
the australian experimental film collective Ubu films, for which this manifesto is 
written, and the Sydney Filmmakers Cooperative. 
 

677 –  On HaPPInESS (ca. 2017)

by agnès varda

The belgian-born French film director agnès varda talks about the simple pleas-
ures of life. varda was central to the development of the French new Wave film 
movement of the 1950s and 1960s. She used location shooting and worked with 
non-professional actors, both uncommon in the 1950’s. Speech taken from agnès 
varda Collection blu-ray box. 
 

676 –  THE FILM CURaTOR OF THE FUTURE  
 (2010) 

by Paolo Cherci Usai

Film archivist Paolo Cherci Usai’s speech at the Ernest Lindgren Memorial 
Lecture at South bank, London, challenges conservative issues of film archiving, 
arguing that pragmatic approach to archiving must develop in the future. 
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678 –  COMMUnIQUE (1982)

by Wimmin’s Fire brigade

The “Wimmin’s Fire brigade” emerged in vancouver, british Columbia, as an 
offshoot of the so-called Squamish Five, an anarchist, urban guerrilla group 
that went by the name direct action and undertook a series of bombings. The 
“Wimmin’s Fire brigade” emerged in order to attack a chain of stores called Red 
Hot video, which rented porn videos, many of which women’s groups considered 
exploitative; the stores were also accused of distributing “snuff” films. The group 
destroyed one store with firebombs and partially burned down another. These 
attacks greatly destabilized the chain, leaving only one outlet, which finally closed 
in victoria, bC, in 2012. 
 

679 –  THE aGE OF aMaTEUR CInEMa WILL 
 RETURn (2010) 

by Jia zhangke

Jia zhangke is a Chinese film director and screenwriter. His early films were 
made outside of China’s state-run film bureaucracy and therefore are considered 
“underground” films. beginning in 2004, Jia’s status in his own country rose when 
he was allowed to direct his fourth feature film, The World with state approval. 
Jia’s films have received critical praise and have been recognized internationally, 
notably winning the venice Film Festival’s Golden Lion award for best Film for 
Still Life in 2006. 
 





THankS
The speeches presented in this booklet come from various analogue and digital 
sources from printed matters to youTube. Scott Mckenzie’s book “Film Manifestos 
and Global Cinema Culture: a Critical anthology” (University of California Press, 
2014) has been an invaluable source of inspiration for “Film Speeches”. Thank you! 

Thanks to all speakers! Thanks to kristina Henschel. Special thanks to anton  
nikkilä and Tytti Rantanen. 

The Speech karaoke Group core members are Jenna Jauhiainen, Oliver kochta-
kalleinen, Carl Sebastian Lindberg, velda Parkkinen, Pilvari Pirtola, Johanna 
Raekallio, Julius valve.

The Speechkaraoke project is kindly supported by the Finnish Cultural Foundation.

“Film Speeches” at kurzfilmtage is kindly supported by the Finnish Film Foundation.
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